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TRUCK USER INPUT: 
Summary of information provided by the three truck companies: 
Mike Swiger (MS) – Owner Operator 
Jim Kennedy (JK) – McKenzie Tank Lines; medium size fleet 
Marty Fletcher (MF) – USXpress; large fleet 
 
Brief background on the company: 
MS: One cab over vehicle; Owner/Drivers leased to an expedited freight company for 11 
years / Team drivers for 21 years 
JK: 640 power units 
MF: 5100 power units, including independent contractors 
 
Range of operation (US and Canada): 
MS: 49 states and Canada 
JK: Continental US and Canada 
MF: 48 states; minimal Canada and Mexico 
 
Average length of trips (days): 
MS: 2-3 days per load / we stay out 2-3 months at a time 
JK: Short haul fuel delivery – day cab, slip seat operation (20 hrs / day) 

Medium to long haul sleeper operation: Average sleeper operation trip is 5 days. 
MF: Truckload operation; regional to dedicated extended range. (No avg.) 
 
Number of drivers per trip  
MS: 2 drivers 
JK: Mostly single drivers with 12 teams 
MF: Both single drivers and teams. 
 
Typical policy for sleeper usage: 
MS: motel – 65%, sleeper – 35%; Idle time occurs at pick-up and deliveries 
JK: Always sleeper; exception of extended layover or vehicle breakdown 
MF: Always sleeper; motel only with breakdown 
 
Size of sleeper unit  
MS: Full size double bed, no upper bunk 
JK: Ranges from 42” Flat Top to 70” Mid-Rise 
MF: 70” and 77” sleepers 
 
Features of the sleeper and truck to provide driver comfort:  
MS: Factory Spec'd = AM/FM/cassette radio, privacy curtains, additional bunk HVAC 
unit, high amp power plugs, extra interior/exterior lighting  
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Driver added: CD changer unit, CB radio, TV, DSS dish, VCR, laptop computer, 
Qualcomm, cell phones, insulation between cab and interior panels 
JK: High back suspension seats, power windows and door locks, heated and motorized 
mirrors, upgraded interior package, AM/FM cassette, multiple power outlets, reading 
lights, clothes closet, TV tray with antenna. 
MF: Double bunk with premium interiors 
 
Average hours idle per month per truck:  
MS: 35 hours 
JK: Sample of 10 sleeper equipped trucks – 133 hours/month 
MF: Idle constitutes 4% to 6% of total fuel consumed 
 
Impact of engine idling on maintenance/overhaul:  
MS: none yet, mileage on truck = 1,050,000 mi. 
JK: This subject has been documented; shortening the engine’s life and well as its 
components; water pump, fan clutch, alternator, turbocharger,  
air compressor etc. 
MF: Fleet utilizes a 36 to 48 month trade cycle; effect on maintenance unknown 
 
Have you ever used other means to provide driver comfort?  
MS: No 
JK: No 
MF: We allow drivers to install inverters for accessory power. 
 
What are the driver demands?  
MS: Heat/cool to 72F for 8-10 hours  
JK: A quiet, climate controlled area to obtain decent sleep. 
MF: Drivers require the use of microwaves, TV’s, refrigerators, etc. 
 
Thoughts on fuel fired heaters (Webasto, Espar type): 
MS: They don’t provide cooling, good for engine heating but not necessarily good for 
enough cab heat, no way to exempt fuel burned from Road/Fuel Taxes, if factory 
ordered, must pay 12% Federal Excise Tax 
JK: I believe in certain applications they could be very beneficial. Our fleet would have a 
concern of using a flame fired heater when hauling flammable materials. 
MF: These systems may become attractive for certain applications. 
 
Thoughts on auxiliary gen. sets (Onan / Pony Pack): 
MS: Weight prohibitive [not interested in a unit >250 lbs.], no space on frame rails/deck 
plate for mounting, additional maintenance items, high initial cost, 
subject to same tax consequences as fuel-fired units 
JK: Possibly beneficial in certain applications. Generally speaking, high up-front cost, 
additional maintenance, and additional weight is a concern to bulk haulers such as 
ourselves.  
MF: Again, this technology may become attractive. 
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Thoughts on “Auto start / stop” (Temp-a-start):  
MS: Sleep disruptive, unsure of maintenance implications and engine wear. 
JK: Concerns with accelerated starter wear and the affects on other components during 
the start-up process. Also concerns on receiving a restful sleep with the engine shutting 
down and restarting periodically. 
MF: Again, this technology may become attractive. 
 
Thoughts on Inverters and Shore Power: 
MS: Inverters need extra batteries and hardware systems for low-amp protection 
[maintenance items and extra weight], no cooling capacity. 
Shore power just not available, will not be practical for ALL shippers and receivers to 
install [that’s where we spend most of the time waiting/idling] 
JK: The infrastructure is no where close to supporting this technology. It is certainly 
worth a look-see as the infrastructure is built-up. 
MF: USXpress has test units with factory-installed inverters and shore power. 
 
Any input on fuel cells?  
MS: Technology doesn’t seem to be small enough or efficient for OTR “Over the Road” 
vehicles 
JK: Limited knowledge on the subject but very interested in this technology as it 
develops. 
MF: Fuel cells need further research and development. 
  
Thoughts on Excise Tax / Sales Tax / Fuel Tax for road use: 
MS: Must make an EASY method for measurement and recognition by IRS of fuel 
burned from tanks NOT used on-highway, an extra fuel tank is NOT an acceptable idea 
to store off-road fuel [not readily available anyway]. FET should not be paid on ANY 
method or equipment for cleaner air or the convenience of neighborhoods. 
 
JK: The transportation industry operates on a razor thin profit margin. Those of us in 
Hazardous Materials Transportation carry the burden of additional regulations and their 
related costs. I do not see the technologies being discussed here as being any different 
than technologies being discussed and deployed in the area of safety. There is a lot of 
technology out there that can have a desired affect on the issues and one size will not fit 
all requirements. Not everyone will get on the bandwagon at the same time and pursue 
the goals in equal fashion. Some trucking companies cannot afford to experiment and 
gather experience on the potential benefits of new technologies. Everyone waits for 
someone else to try it first and see if it works, then they trial it themselves. It is generally 
almost 7 years before a beneficial technology is completely outfitted into a medium 
sized fleet. There needs to be some incentive to accelerate the deployment of new 
technologies in the safety arena and energy consumption. A rebate or reduction of 
excise tax could work as an incentive to some companies. 
 
MF: Possibly provide concessions for the intelligent spec’ing of safety and 
environmentally friendly components. 
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What type of financial analysis do you do to determine the feasibility of any of 
these systems in your operation ? 
MS: None, there are no feasible answers for us yet as outlined above. 
JK: Standard analysis of idle fuel consumed utilizing the vehicle’s on-board computer. 
Collection of technology and product data from suppliers and peers within the industry. 
Calculations utilizing standard ROI forms. We would do an equipment installation on a 
trial basis to confirm estimated savings. 
MF: We substantiate safety improvements and driver acceptance. 
 
General comments on the issue of Essential Power and Idle Reduction: 
MS: Controlling idling is a good idea, it is going to take much driver training;  
all the above obstacles need to be removed, shore power/truck stop electrification is not 
the answer for all users, it will not always be available. 
We are not interested in an additional system [engine] or battery added to the truck 
when with modification the existing systems could do the job – possibly 42-volt or fuel 
cell system could have its OWN system for HVAC and remove HVAC functions from the 
power plant. 
  
JK: McKenzie Tank Lines utilizes the engine for other reasons than to move the vehicle 
and provide for driver comfort. Our operation requires the following: the pump-off of 
product from a tank trailer which can range from 20 minutes to 1 hour per delivery, also 
to retain a high temperature of the product so it does not solidify in the tank and to 
provide electricity in these operations for heated valves. These loads require the main 
powerplant to run at higher than idle speeds. 
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